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Machine Learning
Gaia Data Processing





“Field of study that gives 
computers the ability to learn 
without being explicitly 
programmed.

~ Arthur Samuel, 
Teaching a computer to play checkers, 1959
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Astronomy applies mostly supervised learning

Machine Learning

“Right answers given”

We are given a dataset and we already know what 
its correct outputs should look like.

We expect “learning” an assumed relationship 
between inputs and outputs



Training/testing sets and limitations

Data Training data is always limited

Data with known labels
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Data Training data is always limited
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Data with known labels



Training/testing sets and limitations

Independent
testing set

Data

Data with known labels

What 
happen if 
data come 
from there?
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Training/testing sets and limitations

Independent
testing set
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Data with known labels

Training set matters to see the full picture.
Novelty is not easy to understand.

 

“Generalization problem” 

The training set needs to be representative of the 
application.

Transfering concepts to other applications is a 
generalization procedure.



 “Babies have to generalize 
from small samples all the 
time. […] Do they care if what 
they see is representative of a 
larger population?

~ Laura Schulz, 
TED talk, 2015

The surprisingly logical minds of babies

https://www.ted.com/talks/laura_schulz_the_surprisingly_logical_minds_of_babies


“Machine Learning is the 
study of computer algorithm 

that allow computer programs 
to automatically improve 

through experience.

~ Tom Mitchell,
Machine Learning, McGraw Hill, 1997
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detected
 

Fitting is a “Math/Statistics procedure” 

The machine “learns”; this is a regression.

Does it understand though?



Fitting a straight line provides a model
Pr(Y | X, {X, Y}train)  posterior predictive
is a new model! 

If X is the color of a star and Y its 
temperature,  the computer just learned 
the color-temperature relation (even with 
outliers) 

I can now apply it to any other star! 
(transferring knowledge)
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Fitting a straight line provides a model

Fitting is a “Math/Statistics procedure” 

The machine “learns”; this is a regression.
The application “transfer” this knowledge. 

Interpretability = can we learn from the machine?



Trained model predictions are 
blazingly fast!

It’s “only” some linear algebra afterall…

But training can take f...o...r...e...v...e……...r!



large

Machine learning when

Means also technical painful headaches



What is a large survey?

My loose definition

A survey that needs technical shortcuts  
to achieve its goals within my lifetime

solutions

Scientific career, PhD...
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10.2 meters



40 to 250 million stars per day
All-Sky astrometric and spectroscopic survey
Gives us their position, parallax, proper motion...
Also their spectra (the largest spectroscopic survey so far)

Flying at L2 (approximately 1.5 million km!!)

Velocity known at 1 mm/s, Position at 150 m

Teamwork
10+ years of effort

450 scientists and engineers
160 institutes

24 countries & ESA
Six data processing centers



Stephan Jordan, Nov. 22, 2019

“2 612 papers using GDR2    
   since April 25, 2018.
   → 4.5 papers / day!!!



Example from Gaia DR2

Combining Gaussian Mixture Models

Bailer-Jones, Fouesneau et al. (2019)



Approximate density dist. 
with a sum of Gaussians.

Gaussian mixture principle



Gaussian mixture principle

Approximate density dist. 
with a sum of Gaussians.

Mathematically always 
possible…

… in practice, face the 
    curse of dimensionality!



GDR2 classification

3 classes:

● Quasars
● Galaxies 

● Stars             “Anonymous” based on assuming majority are stars.
                       Random selection of Gaia data.

Details in Bailer-Jones, Fouesneau et al. (2019)

Both based on SDSS 14 crossmatch 
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GDR2 classification features           training set
Substantial separation between classes
in color magnitude space



GMM as likelihood functions

● Each class represented by one GMM model
○ Class imbalance does not matter anymore

● Prior given by the class fractions
○ I.e, weights of each GMM model

● Training set dependent.
○ Likelihoods given training set definitions.



Results on test data (confusion matrix)

Max. prob.

No class 
imbalance

model

random 
sampling



Results on test data (confusion matrix)
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Results on test data (confusion matrix)

Class fraction must be accounted for!

Significantly better than random given prior.



GDR2 classification features      application set



More than physical feat. need to be included
Scanning 
artifacts



GDR3 will also use spectra (with Extratrees method)



Using spectra higher purity can be obtained

Results from July 2019



Example from Gaia DR2

stellar parameters using Extratrees



Principle of tree-based classifications 
Trees split the data perpendicular to a 
given dimension axis.

X1 > val → classe purple (yellow otherwise)

val is chosen “at random” 
(within a random set a value that works best)



Principle of tree-based classifications 



The more trees, the better interface between classes

Principle of tree-based classifications 



Comparison of the main tree classifications 
Non-linear relations

Binary and multi-class problems

4-class spiral

4-class spiral + noise

2-class spiral



Comparison of the main tree classifications 
Random forests most known maybe

dimmer color the more uncertain class.

The trees can handle multi-class problems. 

With larger training noise the classification 
uncertainty increases (less saturated color). 
This figure’s experiments used 300 trees

4-class spiral
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Comparison of the main tree classifications 
Random forests most known maybe

dimmer color the more uncertain class.

The trees can handle multi-class problems. 

With larger training noise the classification 
uncertainty increases (less saturated color). 
This figure’s experiments used 300 trees

Trees have no boundary! 
I.e, they allow extrapolations and do not flag outliers.

4-class spiral

4-class spiral + noise

2-class spiral



Other non-linear classification exists
Support Vector Machine

Behaves very differently. 
(not trees)

Can be an outlier detector

*Platt extension of SVMs 
provides probabilistic 
interpretability

4-class spiral

4-class spiral + noise

2-class spiral



Which ML method? Depends….

Don’t pick blindly

Depends on your 
application

In general:

Trees learn fast but less 
tolerant

Neural Net learn v..e..r..y 
slowly.

Figure from Widanapathirana et al 2012

 Diagnosis of network performance issues



Extratrees w/empirical training

GDR2 Astrophysical parameters

4-class spiral

4-class spiral + noise

2-class spiral



Gaia Data Release 2 (GDR2) April 25, 2018

Beyond the astrometry, three-band 
photometry for 1.38 billion sources

White light G and by integrating the Gaia 
prism spectra (BP and RP)

Highly correlated colors (information)



Gaia Data Release 2 (GDR2) April 25, 2018

Beyond the astrometry, three-band 
photometry for 1.38 billion sources

White light G and by integrating the Gaia 
prism spectra (BP and RP)

Highly correlated colors (information)

“Can we extract Temperatures and extinctions”?

● For a large number of these
● Using only Gaia information

Details in Andrae, Fouesneau et al. (2018)



“Use color-temperature relations”
Figure using APOGEE temperatures matched to 
Gaia stars

(gold, silver refers to photometric quality)

the color & stellar temperature relationship



Extratrees as a Regression model

Trained on literature values (empirical)

● Limited range of extinction values
● Unbalanced data.
● Heterogeneous systematics…

Training & testing Extratrees



Extratrees as a Regression model

Trained on literature values (empirical)

● Limited range of extinction values (95% A0< 1 mag)
● Unbalanced data.
● Heterogeneous systematics…

Extratrees are unidimensional predictions
I.e, here marginalization over extinction.

Predictions for all sources brighter than G = 17 mag 
with predicted Teff in the range 3 000–10 000 K 

~161 million sources in a few minutes

Training & testing Extratrees



Can we do something for extinction?
Highly degenerate colors

Extinction AG is not the strongest 
relation



Parallax / distance can break degeneracies
Absolute CMD



Parallax / distance can break degeneracies
Absolute CMD

Isochrone training

● No more empirical
● Much larger training datasets
● Relying on 1/parallax as distance...



88 million stars with reliable extinction estim.
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88 million stars with reliable extinction estim.

Isochrone training

● Visible artifacts of the training data.
● Limited by model vs. observation mismatch.



MCMC
Full sampling of 

posterior and 
covariances

Optimizer
Multiple comp.
Gives best fit 

and cov.
(Bailer-Jone 2010)

Going further… combining methods

Extratrees
from BP/RP spectra

fast, robust but
no uncertainties
No parallax info.

Empirical and
Synthetic 
training

Forward model with
Synthetic spectra,

Isochrones and distances



… Even further… cascade of methods
I only partially shown 

● GSP-Phot
● DSC

Diagram from Bailer-Jone (2010)



… Even further… cascade of methods
I only partially shown 

● GSP-Phot
● DSC

Diagram from Bailer-Jone (2010)



… Even further… cascade of methods & spectra



1.8bn objects
   ~ 1 min / object → 3 400 cpu years
   $1 / cpu h → ~ $30M

ESA/Gaia/DPAC

1 ms gained per object
   ~ 20 days of CPU



ESA/Gaia/DPAC

2020 Gaia EDR3                                                   2021  Gaia DR3



Machine Learning
Gaia Data Processing


